
How To Play: Laser Tag is a game of strategy & great fun with the objective being to score as many points as possible 
during the allotted time period. Participants are instructed on how to play the game, how to wear & use the equipment 
while listening to a live, entertaining briefing. Participants then suit up in their vest & phaser donned with lights & begin 
their adventure into the laser tag arena which is a huge maze with over 90 towers, bridges, & ramps. The objective is 
to try to tag opposing players & hide to avoid being tagged by other participants while trying to score bonus points by 
deactivatindeactivating crystal bases, which are interactive targets that can tag back if you don’t get away quick enough!

Who Can Play: This is the ultimate adventure for active, adventurous, & competitive individuals & groups who are craving an 
out-of-the-box solution for a fun, exciting, strategic event or competition that allows for everyone to be involved; both young 
& old!  

We recommend ages 5 to adult. The laer tag vests are lightweight & can be adjusted to suit any size player. There is 
no need to be athletically inclined, nor any need to worry about your safety because your mission objectives are clear 
& defined.

Objective: There are various types of game formats & parameters, but the main objective in a standard game is to score 
as many points as possible by tagging the blinking lights located on the vest’s chest, back, shoulders, & the phaser.  When 
tagged by an opponent your pack will light up, shut down & you’ll be out of the game for a couple of seconds, although 
unlimited tags are available during the game.  The crystal bases are interactive targets, which offer a capture the flag type 
element, and can be tagged for additional points, but beware, they can tag back! At the end of the game each player is 
provided with a custom printed scorecard.

Scorecards: The detailed printouts include information about 
the participant’s total score, ranking, accuracy, & other 
detailed statistics about the game. Players are able to 
compare their individual & team scores with other participants 
& see a detailed list of the players they tagged, who tagged 
them, along with their rankings & scores.

RecommendeRecommended Dress Code: We suggest that participants 
dress casual & wear athletic clothing, gym shoes, or other 
comfortable shoes & attire. Many participants wear dark 
colored clothing so as not to glow in the dark due to the 
number of black lights that make white & other light colors 
glow.  It is not required that participants dress in this manner, 
but for optimal strategy & comfort this is suggested. The 
gamgame may not seem physical, but it can be when exploring 
the towers, ramps, & bridges in the laser tag arena!

Safety: Laser Tag is a physical activity, but no athletic ability 
is required.  On-site & off-site Stratum Laser Tag options are 
handicap accessible.  This game is able to accommodate 
all ages, weights, & sizes so no restrictions are placed 
upon players!  Those who have asthma, epilepsy, a heart 
condition, or are pregnant should be more cautious, so as 
not to overexert themselves.   

Sample Scorecard


